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Abstract. Analysis of sensor data in the industrial setting is commonly performed with the use of data mining methods based on the machine learning algorithms. However, we argue that a proper understanding of this data requires incorporation of expert knowledge. In fact, it is often the case that such an explicit
knowledge is available and can be used to enhance the learning process. In this
paper we discuss how expert knowledge can be used to validate a machine learning model. More importantly, we demonstrate how a machine learning model can
later be used to refine the expert knowledge. We present our framework on a real
life use-case scenario from an industrial installation in an underground mine.
Keywords: data mining, clustering
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Introduction

Industry 4.0 aims at using number of information and communications technology
(ICT) solutions for the monitoring and optimization of industrial processes. The installations in modern factories are equipped with a range of sensors gathering data about
the operation of the machines involved in these processes. However, an effective analysis of this data can often pose a major challenge. This is where methods of Artificial
Intelligence prove to be useful. Moreover, besides the use of data mining techniques
in order to build machine learning models, the human expert knowledge regarding the
specificity of industrial processes should be used. Our work aims at improving the monitoring the operation of industrial devices. Commonly the monitoring process employs
a range of sensors providing monitoring raw data. Currently in many factories this data
is only subject to some general statistical summarization and visualization. Our work
aims at providing methods for analyzing raw data from sensors monitoring the operation of industrial devices to enable the use of this data for more advanced analysis and
ultimately modeling of industrial process on a higher level of abstraction aligned with
the background knowledge. In our case, the sensory data obtained from a device can be
considered as multidimentional data stream. Our goal is to extract subsequences from
Copyright © 2021 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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this data stream that allow to identify distinct states of the device over some periods of
time. We aim at utilizing these automatically discovered states to expand expert knowledge about the process. We achieve that by combining cluster analysis framework with
a symbolic knowledge representation of the device operational states obtained from an
expert. As such, we discuss how expert knowledge can be used to validate a machine
learning model. Moreover, we demonstrate how a machine learning model can later be
used to refine the expert knowledge. While we introduce our approach on a specific use
case, we aim at developing methods which are possibly generic. This work is carried
out in the CHIST-ERA Pacmel project. 3 The project is oriented at the development of
novel methods of knowledge modeling and intelligent data analysis in Industry 4.0. In
the project we closely collaborate with several industrial companies providing us with
expert knowledge regarding the machinery and industrial installations, as well as large
data samples from industrial sensors. In this paper we focus on the case related to the
underground mining facilities. Our partner, Famur S.A. 4 , is one of the global suppliers
of longwall mining machines used in the so-called longwall mining process.
In this work we focus on automated discovery of device states from machinery sensor log to enrich the expert knowledge about machinery operational states. There are
several challenges related to the task of automated discovery of device states from data
stream. First of all, data in our case is in most cases unlabeled, multidimensional time
series varying from 170 to 300 dimensions depending on a vendor and a machinery
setup. Features are difficult to interpret, as they include many measurements of operational conditions of a device, such as temperature, currency, oil level, etc. Finally,
measurements scales, and types of sensors may vary from device to device (depending on the vendor). Our main goal was to develop a workflow, which would provide a
mechanism for detecting device states that can be applied to different types of industrial
machinery. We confronted it with states that were discovered with knowledge-based approach to prove its validity and expand the knowledge-base itself. The high-level idea
of our approach was depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Workflow of discovery of device states from raw sensor data
3
4

See the project webpage at http://PACMEL.geist.re.
See the company webpage at http://www.FAMUR.com.pl.
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In the first step we performed feature engineering to remove data of low quality,
and therefore reduce the dimensionality of a problem. After that we applied Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to even further reduce the number of dimensions, by selecting only the features that contributed most to the most relevant components calculated
with PCA. This allowed us to use understandable features, while still removing the dimensionality by a reasonable factor. The next step includes additional data enrichment
and transformation. Their goal was to include trends and temporal characteristics of the
most relevant measurements discovered in previous stage. Finally, we performed clustering of the data obtained from previous steps and evaluated them with labels obtained
from expert-based knowledge. These evaluation was combined with an automated enrichment of the knowledge-base, that aimed at splitting or merging states described in
the knowledge base with a use of cluster analysis framework.
There is a large number of methods that allow for unsupervised pattern recognition
in time series [2]. Most often these methods are concentrated around either time series
segmentation [10], point in time clustering [6], or whole time-series clustering [4]. Time
series segmentation aims at clustering set of sub-sequences extracted with sliding window, or change-point detection from the original time series. Point in time clustering
performs very similar operation, but is not restricted to segments of the original time
series, but rather considers each point separately (with some restriction to their temporal dependency). Finally, the whole time-series clustering aims at grouping different
time series into clusters of similar characteristics. The time series does not have to be
aligned in time, nor be dependent of each other such as in the two former cases.
In this paper we use a special case of point in time clustering. Its main goal is to
detect slices of multidimensional time series (subsequences of original time series) that
gather points similar with respect to some metric and label these slices with common
labels. These labels are later confronted with expert labels and either discarded, or used
as a knowledge extensions. In our work we apply term expert knowledge to domain
knowledge about operational states of machinery. We do not refer this term to expert
knowledge in machine learning and data preprocessing. Hence, only extensions are
made to the domain knowledge.
Currently, in the context of process-oriented analytic, methods for labeling of raw
sensor data are intensively investigated in the process mining domain, as so-called event
abstraction [5, 8, 16]. In this scope various approaches can be used: unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering), supervised learning (e.g., classification with labeled data), behavioral patterns analysis and others [5]; see a recent review in [16]. In the mining domain,
process analysis based on the raw sensor data is still unrepresented. Initial works related
to event abstraction in the mining domain were presented in [3, 14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an introductory
description of the use case scenario and describe the expert based approach for labeling
the raw sensory data. Section 3 covers data analysis and clustering approaches on data
streams. Automated states discovery and knowledge refinement mechanism is presented
in section 4. Summary and future works were briefly discussed in Section 5.
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Expert Knowledge Base

Our use case concerns the operation of a coal mine shearer. A shearer is the main element of longwall equipment and it is used for coal mining and loading on the armored
face conveyor (AFC). A shearer consists of two mining heads (cutter drums), placed
on the arms, and a machine body containing electric haulage, hydraulic equipment and
controls. A shearer is mounted over the AFC. The working shearer moves in two directions: along the longwall face (from the maingate to the tailgate), cutting the coal and
due to mining direction – along the length of the longwall panel. There are three main
operating states of the shearer: cutting (moving along the longwall face with working
drums), moving (moving along the longwall face without working drums) and stoppage. In the case of the considered industrial setting, the knowledge base was encoded
as a set of rules obtained from a domain experts, that describe theoretical operation of a
coal mine shearer and can be used for the recognition of its activity. The rules describe
higher-level operational state of the machine that can be referred to the process of coal
extraction presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Model of a shearer cycle

Each activity number given in the Fig. 2 refers to a single identified process stage.
Their meaning is as follows:
1. A - cutting into tailgate direction - beginning of the longwall,
2. A - stoppage in ON mode - the beginning of the longwall - (location: 30-40m from
the maingate),
3. A - cutting - return to maingate - beginning of the longwall,
4. A - stoppage in ON mode - the beginning of the longwall (location: minimal value
- maingate),
5. A - cutting - middle of the longwall,
6. A - cutting into tailgate direction - end of the longwall,
7. A - stoppage in ON mode - end of the longwall (maximal value - tailgate),
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R - cutting into maingate direction - end of the longwall,
R - stoppage in ON mode - end of the longwall (location: 30-40m from the tailgate),
R - cutting - return to tailgate - end of the longwall,
R - stoppage in ON mode - end of the longwall (maximal value - tailgate),
R - cutting - middle of the longwall,
R - cutting into maingate direction - the beginning of the longwall,
R - stoppage in ON mode - the beginning of the longwall (location: minimal value
- maingate).

Each state of the machinery denoted in the picture by an integer value from a range
of 1 to 14 can be described by an expert rule encoded in a form of decision tree in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Rule tree for activity description

The first split in the decision tree corresponds to the state of the shearer. Specific
rules denote these states according to haulages and drum currents and shearer speed5 .
The second split is done by part of the cycle: along (A) or return (R). The next split
depends on shearer location in the longwall beginning (B), middle (M) or end (E).
The last split corresponds to the movement direction of the shearer right (RT) or left
(LT). In the case of the definition of moving activity - only move direction is taken into
consideration. In the case of stoppages, the movement direction split is not applicable.
Each branch of the tree can be expanded into rule in a form presented below:
IF shearer state = "cutting"
AND cycle part = "A"
AND location = "middle"
AND move direction = "LT"
THEN activity = "5"
5

Due to information policy of collaborating companies, the rules cannot be presented in detail.
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The knowledge base contains two more states than in the process from Fig. 2,
namely moving without cutting (15) and cutting in opposite direction to the cycle part
(16), which are abstract states that does not directly refer to the process of coal extraction but rather machinery movement during that process, yet are need to be modeled.
Rules obtained from the decision tree can be applied directly to label the raw data.
Such a labeling can be used in real-life scenario for generating summaries and basic
statistics of operation of the sheerer. However, in this approach, some non-typical behavior of the shearer can be lost. This may occur when one of the states (1-16) denoted
by the expert rule, encapsulates more specific and highly distinguishable states. These
states may correspond for example to abnormal machinery operation due to possible
hardware fault or inappropriate device control by its operator. In the next section we
present various unsupervised approaches for clusters discovery aiming in improvement
of expert rules with potentially new and valuable extensions.

3

Discovering Clusters From Sensor Data

In our case the sensor data is a multidimentional industrial log from the mining machinery, i.e. shearer. It contains 148 features that are raw sensor readings sampled every
second. The full length of the data is about one year, however we focused only on one
month time span. In the data set both numerical and categorical types of variables exist.
Our goal was to automatically distinguish process stages/activities by clustering the raw
data into specific clusters that could be base to further analysis of process performance
in a form of an event log. In the selection of variables we have applied two approaches:
bottom-up (PCA analysis) and top-down (domain experts extensions). In order to do
that we first had to cope with low quality of data. This corresponds to feature engineering block in Fig. 1. Unfortunately, real industrial data very often are incomplete and
noisy. In our case analysed data set 30% of columns are entirely empty, almost 50% of
variables have more than 50% of missing values. Only 57% of all variables are suitable
for further analysis. We also observed that some of character variables related to security sensors contains only one logical value False. This means that such securities did
not work even once and these variables were excluded from further analysis.
The rest of the missing values was imputed as follows:
– numerical features with Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE)
with unconditional mean method [15]. Exception was variable SM-ShearerLocation,
in which, due to its specificity, missing values were imputed by interpolation.
– categorical features with mode value.
As outliers identification method we used IQR (inter-quartile range). In case of the
shearer location variable all cases below 5 meters were supplemented with correct ones
(these anomalies had to be removed due to calibration errors in monitoring the position
of the shearer). In the last stage of data cleaning we removed from the further analysis
all numerical features with correlation coefficient greater than 0,6.
After data cleaning we performed dimensionality reduction with PCA. This corresponds to the dimensionality reduction block in workflow in Fig. 1. Based on identification coverage of variance in dataset by individual principal components as well as
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analysis of variable loadings (matrix whose columns contain the eigenvectors) the final
numeric variables have been selected. For determining the number of principal components was used the cumulative proportion to determine the amount of variance that
the principal components explain. The permissible level of cumulative variance is not
clearly defined in the literature [1]. There are several criteria used in practice, but there
is no objective criterion that clearly indicates which components should be removed. In
described approach was used three most common criteria used in practice [7]:
– Cumulative percentage of explained variance of the analyzed variables. We choose
the smallest number of principal components for which the sum of their variances
constitutes a certain part of the variance of all variables subjected to reduction.
– Kaiser criterion - main components are left that have eigenvalues greater than one
(this criterion is used when dealing with a correlation matrix).
– Cattell criterion - based on the Scree plot analysis. This is a graph showing eigenvalues grouped in ascending order.
Based on the analysis of the cumulative percentage of explained variance of the analyzed variables, the highest acceptable percentage, i.e. 91%, i.e. the main components
from PC1 to PC9, were selected first. Then, based on the Kaiser Criterion, another
main component PC10 was deprived. Scree plot analysis finally confirms the selection
of main components from PC1 to PC10 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Results of PCA analysis

In order to more accurately interpret the main components, the size and direction of
the coefficients for the original variables were analyzed. The higher the absolute value
of the coefficient, the more important the corresponding variable is when calculating the
component. The value of 0.5 was selected as the absolute value of the coefficient. As a
result of PCA analysis (bottom-up approach), we create the following list of numerical
variables: SM-ShearerLocation, SM-ShearerSpeed, SM-DailyRouteOfTheShearer, and
RP-AverageThree-phaseCurrent. However, we extended this list with variables pointed
by domain experts as crucial for activity definition (top-down approach), namely: SMTotalRoute, LCD-AverageThree-phaseCurrent, RCD-AverageThree-phaseCurrent, LHDEngineCurrent, RHD-EngineCurrent, and LP-AverageThree-phaseCurrent.
Shortcut at the beginning of variable’s name denotes part of the shearer from which
data come from (SM - the main body of the shearer, LCD or RCD - respectively left
or right cutter drum, LHD or RHD - respectively left or right haulage, LP or RP respectively left or right pump). We also added artificial features that allowed us to represent context of instances in time. This corresponds to the feature enhancements block
in workflow presented in Fig. 1. Such features included mean and standard deviation
with 3 minutes sliding windows. In the case of categorical features (mainly of boolean
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type), after data cleaning stage we could take only into consideration two variables:
SM-MoveLeft and SM-MoveRight. The final data set contained 12 original variables
(10 numerical and 2 categorical) and 27 artificial features. The final step, before evaluation was clustering as presented in Fig. 1. We use several different approaches to
cluster data, i.e. clustering of: 1) raw numerical variables (RNV), 2) artificial numerical
variables (ANV), 3) categorical variables (transformation of numerical variables into
categorical) (CV), and 4) mixed variables (MV). In the cluster analysis of numerical
and artificial numerical variables we used the K-means algorithm and hierarchical clustering. We examined the range of K from 5 to 15. In the clustering of categorical variables, firstly, we perform the discretization of numerical variables according to specified
guidelines and combine them with original categorical variables. The discretization of
variables related to the electrical current (regarding to shearer drums and haulages) was
carried out according to the following guidelines (based on an expert knowledge and
nominal value given in a machinery documentation): 1) Idle value (0-10)% of nominal
value, 2) Low load (10-40)% of nominal value, 3) Medium load (40-80)% of nominal
value, 4) High load (80-100)% of nominal value, 5) Overload ( above 100)% of nominal
value. Other numerical variables were discretized to equal five intervals. In clustering,
we used ward.D2 agglomeration method and similarity matrix was created with the
Gower distance. In the clustering of mixed variables we used K-means algorithm with
distinction of movement direction (left-right) and hierarchical approach. Table 1 shows
the results of clustering approaches and K value with Silhouette score for each. Visualization of defined clusters on the shearer cycle for the best cluster number for each
approach is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Optimal clusters in RNV approach

Our calculations bring ambiguous results. Various approaches have a different in
Silhouette score. However, the differences (except CV approach) are not so significant.
We can observe good homogeneity in low number of clusters (5-6) or higher number
(19) of clusters. Relatively low value of Silhouette score for CV approach results from
other distance measure (Gower). In the next section, we present a comparison of the
unsupervised activity (cluster) discovery with knowledge-based activity labeling of the
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shearer operation process to obtain possible insights for extension of ground expert
rules.

4

Evaluation and Domain Knowledge Extension

We used expert labeling for evaluation of automated clustering, as we assume overall
correctness of an expert knowledge in this approach. Issues related to handling clustering labeling that is contradictory to expert knowledge labeling is out of the scope of this
paper. Our goal was only to refine the knowledge base by splitting and merging some of
the states defined by the expert. Therefore we wanted to achieve best possible alignment
of the automated clustering with expert labeling and analyze the differences between
both to extend the knowledge base. This the last part of the methodology depicted in
Fig. 1. We based our evaluation on V-measure [13] enabling conditional entropy-based
cluster evaluation in terms of homogeneity and completeness criteria. Table 2 shows the
results of V-measure comparison between different clustering approaches and expert labeling on data sample that includes 50000 observations. In terms of V-measures the best
clustering results brings the RNV clustering approach with 19 clusters (see Fig. 5). Presentation of cluster distributions versus expert labels is presented in Tab. 4. In each row
one can see how a specific expert cluster is divided into more specific clusters by the
clustering algorithm. In each column one can observe how multiple expert clusters are
combined into one cluster by the machine learning algorithm.
Clustering method

Experts Labelling - V Experts Labelling - Experts Labelling measure
homogeneity
completeness
RNV
0.55
0.56
0.54
ANV-AVG
0.47
0.58
0,40
ANV-SD
0.18
0.26
0.14
CV
0.43
0.53
0.30
MV
0.42
0.54
0.35
Table 1. V-measure comparison between clustering approaches and expert labeling

Fig. 6. Expert labels distribution in discovered clusters - RNV approach

Due to the high variability of raw data (data is sampled every one second), during
interpretation of created matrix we took into consideration only cells with number of
observations above 100. This resulted in excluding clusters: 4 (7 observations in total ),
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15 (96 observation in total) and 18 (71 observations in total). For the remaining clusters
we draw the following conclusions:
– An unequivocal or almost unequivocal matching between cluster and expert label
exists in six clusters: 2,8,9,11,17,19.
– There are six clusters including several expert labels, but close in nature and/or
place of activity to each other: 3,5,6,10,13,14.
– The most complex situation is in clusters 1 and 16, where cutting and stoppage
expert labels are mixed. The analysis of descriptive statistics of these clusters provided to observation that mean values of all variables are comparable, except variable SM-ShearerLocation (for cluster 1 is equal to 104m and for cluster 16 is equal
to 25m). Mean values of variable SM-ShearerSpeed are equals to 0.6 [m/s], so we
observe in data mostly stoppages events. Existence of other labels probably results
from shearer braking near to beginning and end of the longwall face.
– Two clusters were not present in the data sample: 7 and 12.
One can see that there are several expert labels with various clusters matched. It
means that in the expert label more specific states can be found (than expert expressed
it literally). Thus these findings can be investigated in terms of tree rule extensions
(Fig. 3) with an assumption of minimal confidence ratio threshold. We automated that
process by providing two algorithms for split and merge operations. In order to decide
on split we took the distribution matrix and calculated homogeneity of each cluster with
respect to expert labels. The goal was to discard clusters that are large in volume (lots
of points covered), but not precise in their fit to specific expert clusters (e.g. cluster
1). We then mean-normalized the rows of the distribution matrix to obtain confidence
factors of each potential split. We divided each confidence factor by the homogeneity
measure calculated previously to enforce splits that are well fitted to the expert cluster
(e.g. cluster 9, 19, 2). As a result we got the split matrix. Based on that we selected best
splits and their confidence by average confidence of each split. The choice of splits was
parameterized by the threshold value. Below the split suggestions were presented for a
threshold value 0.3.
Cutting_middle_along SPLIT TO [(10, 14), 0.38]
Cutting_into_maingate_return SPLIT TO [(1, 6), 0.42]
Cutting_into_maingate_beginning_return SPLIT TO [(10, 16), 0.40]
Moving SPLIT TO [(1, 6), 0.41]
Stoppage_in_ON_mode_middle_along SPLIT TO [(1, 16), 0.49]

In order to decide which clusters should be merged we used the l2 normalized split
matrix and calculated cosine similarity between rows in the matrix. As a result we
obtained a distance matrix that present high cosine similarity between expert labels that
were similarly splited by the split matrix. Cosine similarity allowed us to bound the
similarity between 0 and 1, and allow for better comparison of cluster matches that
differs in number of points (magnitude of the vector). The choice of expert labels to
merge was parameterized by the threshold value. Below the merge suggestions were
presented for a threshold value 0.8.
Return_to_maingate_along
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MERGE WITH Stoppage_in_ON_mode_middle_return (0.81)
Cutting_into_tailgate_end_along
MERGE WITH Cutting_into_maingate_return (0.89)

The aforementioned split and merge recommendation needs to be revised by an
expert and incorporated into the knowledge base manually, as the conditions defining
splits and merges are not yet generated automatically. This will allow for the refinement
of the original rule tree capturing the expert knowledge. At the time of the writing
of the paper, we are still waiting for the response from the company experts. These
enhancements are parts of the future plans on extending the framework.

5

Summary and Future Works

In this paper we presented a framework for expert knowledge extension with a usage of
clustering algorithms for multidimensional time series. We described how automated
mechanism for labeling deceive operational states can be used to refine expert-based
labeling. These refinements was defined by us as splits and merges of expert labeling.
We demonstrated the framework functionality on a real use-case scenario that was delivered to us by project partner the Famur S.A. company. Such refined knowledge can
further be used to for generating more detailed reports on machine operational states,
as well as for detecting abnormal behaviour of the machinery, which was not detected
by original expert-knowledge rules. In the further steps, the discovered clusters can be
described in detail with the use of descriptive analytic and as result, incorporated in
the existing rule tree. This is the main focus of the future works. We plan to exploit
the capabilities of state-of-the-art frameworks for explainable AI, such as LIME [11],
SHAP [9] and in particular ANCHOR [12], to not only present suggestions on splits
and merges, but also generate rule-based explanations on these suggestions that can be
easily incorporated into the existing knowledge base in semi-automatic way.
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